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Abstract. Questions are often lengthy and diﬃcult to understand because they tend to contain peripheral information. Previous work relies
on costly human-annotated data or question-title pairs. In this work, we
propose a distant supervision framework that can train a question summarizer without annotation costs or question-title pairs, where sentences
are automatically annotated by means of heuristic rules. The key idea is
that a single-sentence question tends to have a summary-like property.
We empirically show that our models trained on the framework perform
competitively with respect to supervised models without the requirement
of a costly human-annotated dataset.
Keywords: Question Summarization · Extractive Summarization.
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Introduction

People ask questions in various scenarios such as community question answering
(CQA) sites, conference sessions, and e-mail conversations. However, questions
tend to be lengthy and laborious to understand because they often contain peripheral information. Question summarization is the task of transforming such
questions into shorter and concise ones. We focus on the setting used in existing
studies that transforms an input question into a concise single-sentence summary
[21, 12, 7]. This setting can be regarded as title or headline generation, and is
particularly important for practical application on CQA sites where questions
do not always have appropriate titles, unlike news articles. In fact, to reduce
the burden on users who post questions, many CQA sites (including the biggest
Japanese CQA site, Yahoo! Chiebukuro [23]), do not provide an input field for
titles in the submission form to reduce the burden on users who post questions.
On most CQA sites, the first sentence of a question is displayed as the headline,
but this is not always appropriate. We show these examples in Table 1.
There are two approaches for summarization tasks: extractive and abstractive. The extractive approach selects salient units (e.g., sentences) in the input
[15, 8, 16, 20, 13, 3], while the abstractive approach generates a summary by possibly paraphrasing the information in the input [2, 22]. The extractive approach
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Gold label
0
0
...
1
0
1
...
0
0

Salient Score
0.17
0.45
...
0.99
0.05
0.95
...
0.05
0.96

Input question
I am an aged person.
Please kindly tell me the answer in detail.
...
How can I write an email with a clickable url?
I do stretches to get flexibility in the legs.
How am I able to do a front split?
...
All of my family except me can do it.
Is there any reason why only I cannot do a front split?

Table 1: Two translated examples of input question, gold labels (sentences labeled 1
should be included in the summary), and scores for the sentences given by our model
DistNet. Bold and underlined sentences refer to ones selected by our model (DistNet
+Init) and a baseline (Lead +Q), respectively.

has an advantage in that it does not generate errors when extracting one sentence for title generation and can be directly used for real services, as reported
by Higurashi et al. [7]. Therefore, we take the extractive approach assuming that
extracted titles will be used for a real service.
Previous studies on question summarization rely on costly human-annotated
data or automatically collected question-title pairs. Tamura et al. [21] used an
SVM-based classifier to extract the most important sentences to improve the performance of question answering systems. Higurashi et al. [7] proposed a ‘learning
to rank’ approach for headline generation for CQA. Both of these methods require costly human-annotated data. Ishigaki et al. [12] trained extractive and
abstractive summarizers by regarding a question-title pair posted on a CQA site
as a question-summary pair. However, questions do not always have appropriate
titles on other CQA sites, as mentioned above.
To overcome this problem, we take a distant supervision approach instead of
creating costly human-annotated data. Distant supervision [17] involves training
a model on pseudo data automatically labeled on the basis of heuristics, rules,
and/or external resources. Various approaches for diﬀerent tasks have been proposed, such as the use of FreeBase [1] for relation extraction, emoticons for
sentiment classification [6], and topic labels on Wikipedia articles for blog topic
classification [10]. In the summarization field, Nallapati et al. [18] and Chen
and Lapata [3] automatically annotated labels for sentence extraction by using
a dataset with human-generated abstractive summaries. However, we face diﬃculties in directly applying their strategies due to the lack of human-generated
abstractive summaries (or titles).
The key idea in this paper is to focus on the diﬀerence in characteristics between single-sentence questions and individual sentences in extremely long multisentence questions posted on CQA sites. We assume that the single-sentence
questions are mostly self-contained questions, and can function as a summary
(or title), while the individual sentences in long multi-sentence questions are not.
Thus, we use a classifier to determine how likely it is that a sentence is similar
to a single-sentence question and would therefore be appropriate as a title.
Our contributions are as follows:
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Fig. 1: Overview of our framework.

– We propose a distant supervision framework for question summarization on
CQA sites and verify the correctness of the assumption through manual analysis.
– We construct a large training dataset including 2.5M sentences with pseudo
labels from Yahoo! Chiebukuro and will release it [11].
– We compare our models with several baselines on a human-annotated evaluation dataset and find that our models perform competitively with respect to
the supervised baselines.
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Framework

Correctness of Assumption: The ideal summaries for questions should be 1)
a question sentence and 2) self-contained. We manually analyzed 300 randomly
selected single-sentence questions on Yahoo! Chiebukuro and found that 98% of
them were self-contained questions. In contrast, 91.2% of 315 sentences randomly
selected from long multi-sentence posts consisting of more than ten sentences
were not self-contained questions. In fact, they are often not even a question,
which makes them more similar to sentences not to be included in a summary
than to titles. Our main finding here is that single-sentence questions on CQA
sites are mostly self-contained, which makes them similar to sentences used as
a title. Note that small amounts of noise or incorrect labels can be ignored, as
shown in later in the experimental results (Sec. 3).
Overview of Proposed Framework: Figure 1 shows the overview of our
proposed framework, which includes the following three steps:
1. Extract single-sentence questions and extremely long multi-sentence questions from a CQA site, whose sentences can be automatically labeled by the
assumption.
2. Train a classifier (that can predict a label with its confidence score) by using
the automatically annotated sentences as pseudo training data.
3. Use confidence scores determined by the classifier to select a sentence from
an input question document to form a summary.
In Step 1, we can obtain a large number of positive and negative instances without annotation costs. For positive instances, 28% of the questions on Yahoo!
Chiebukuro are single-sentence questions. For negative instances, only a few
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long multi-sentence questions exist, but the number of sentences in the questions is large. In Step 2, we can use any classifier even with a large number of
parameters thanks to the availability of large-scale data. In our experiments, we
examine neural network and logistic regression classifiers. In Step 3, we prepare
three selection strategies: Greedy, Init, and Q. Greedy selects the sentence with
the highest confidence score, whereas Init selects the initial sentence among
sentences with reasonably high confidence scores, which is expected to be eﬀective for multi-focused questions. Q first extracts question sentences by means of a
rule-based approach and then selects the sentence with the highest score among
the extracted question sentences. We will explain these steps (i.e., how to create
the pseudo data, the training settings of the classifiers, and the algorithms for
the selection strategies) in more detail in the next section.

3

Experiments

Data: We created two datasets, Pseudo and Label, from the publicly available
dataset [19] provided by Yahoo! Chiebukuro. Pseudo is a large dataset with
pseudo labels for training classifiers. Label is a dataset with human-annotated
correct answers.
Pseudo contains 800K single-sentence questions as positive instances and
1.7M sentences extracted from multi-sentence questions as negative instances.
We randomly extracted single-sentence questions and multi-sentence questions
consisting of more than ten sentences and assigned positive/negative labels on
the basis of the assumption. Note that classifiers trained with Pseudo can accept
any sentence even in a question with more than ten sentences since they do not
care about the question length.
Label consists of 12,406 questions (including multiple sentences) separately
sampled from Pseudo. Every sentence in each question has a binary label indicating whether the sentence is the most important, that is, only the best sentence
has a label of 1, and the others have 0. We used crowdsourcing to annotate Label,
where given a question, five workers were asked to select the best sentence that
represented the main focus of the question. We included only questions for which
at least four workers selected the same sentence.
Compared Models: We compared two models on our framework with several unsupervised and supervised baselines as follows. DistNet and DistReg are
variants based on neural network and logistic regression models, respectively.
– DistNet selects the most important sentence on our framework with a neural network classifier trained on Pseudo, which uses an LSTM [9] to encode
the input question into a fixed-length vector, and a softmax layer to convert
the vector into a probability distribution expressing how likely it is that the
sentence is similar to a single-sentence question.
– DistReg is a variant based on a logistic regression classifier [4] with n-gram,
part-of-speech features.
The unsupervised baselines are as follows.
– Lead selects the first sentence, which is strong for generic summarization.
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– LexRank selects the most important sentence using a graph-based extractive
summarization method [5] trained on all the questions in the dataset.
– SimEmb selects the sentence that is the most similar to the input question
in terms of the word mover’s distance [14], where word embeddings were
trained on all the questions. Taking account of the similarity between the
input document and a sentence is common in unsupervised models for generic
summarization.
– TfIdf selects the sentence with the highest averaged TF-IDF score, where
the IDF was calculated by using all the questions.
The supervised baselines are variants of DistNet and DistReg.
– SupNet selects the most important sentence based on a neural network classifier trained on Label in the same way as DistNet.
– SupReg is a variant of DistReg based on a logistic regression classifier trained
on Label.
Sentence Selection Strategies: We used three sentence selection strategies
Greedy, Init and Q, as in Sec. 2.
– Greedy selects the sentence with the highest score.
– Init selects the initial sentence that is given a higher score than the specific
threshold τ . τ was tuned on the validation data (as described later).
– Q selects the best one among the question sentences determined by the rulebased question extractor [21]. If there are no question sentences, Q is the same
as Greedy.
Evaluation: For evaluating the performance, we used the accuracy measure
calculated by dividing the number of questions in which the target method
correctly selected their most important sentences by the number of questions
used. Note that well-known metrics such as ROUGE and precision/recall are
not appropriate since our task is to find only one sentence as a title (or snippet for a list item). We divided the labeled data Label into five sets (training:development:test=3:1:1) and performed 5-fold cross-validation for evaluating
the supervised models and tuning τ .
Greedy
Init
Q
Best
Results: Table 2 shows the accuracy
DistNet
87.38 90.45 87.38 90.45
scores for the compared models with
DistReg
86.17 89.05 86.17 89.05
Lead
81.79 81.79 88.08 88.08
three strategies. The numbers in bold
LexRank
78.49 81.79 84.95 84.95
represent the best performing models
SimEmb
59.46 81.79 71.17 81.79
TfIdf
52.03 81.79 69.68 81.79
that are trained without labeled data.
SupNet
81.67 86.31 81.67 86.31
SupReg
87.89 91.21 87.89 91.21
There is no statistically significant
diﬀerence between them and SupReg
even though they do not use labeled Table 2: Accuracy for compared models
data.
Looking at the column of Greedy, our model DistNet performed competitively with the best supervised model SupReg, although DistNet did not use
the labeled dataset Label. Note that we didn’t observe any statistically significant diﬀerence between DistNet and SupReg by the sign test. Comparing
DistReg and SupReg, SupReg conversely outperformed DistReg because simple
models like logistic regression can be trained on a small dataset. This implies
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that our distant supervision approach is suitable for complicated models like
LSTM. Among unsupervised baselines, Lead performed the best, and the others
did not perform well. This may be because LexRank, SimEmb, and TfIdf do not
take into account whether a sentence is a question.
The second column Init shows the results of selecting the initial sentence
among the sentences with reasonably high scores. Comparing Greedy and Init
for DistNet, we found that the simple strategy Init drastically improved the
accuracy. This matches our intuition that former sentences tend to be important.
Note that Lead with Init is the same as Lead with Greedy. LexRank, SimEmb,
TfIdf with Init became equivalent to Lead as a result of tuning.
The third column Q shows the results of selecting the best sentence among
the question sentences. This column is mainly for unsupervised baselines. The
results of our models and supervised baselines are the same as Greedy since
they were trained for basically extracting question sentences. The results in the
column indicate that, overall, their accuracy scores were further enhanced, but
as a result, none of the unsupervised baselines could overtake our best model
DistNet with Init. We also examined the unsupervised baselines with both
Init and Q, but the trends did not change.
The final column shows the best scores in the left three columns. Our model
DistNet with Init outperformed the best all the baselines trained without
Label. Furthermore, DistNet performed competitively with the best performing supervised model SupReg with Init, since we didn’t observe any statistical
significance between them.
Qualitative analysis: Table 1 shows two examples of our model DistNet
with Init (bold) and the strong baseline Lead with Q (underlined), where the
scores were calculated by DistNet. The first example shows that our model
successfully selected the self-contained question, while Lead with Q failed. The
rule-based question extractor sometimes failed because it possibly selects non
self-contained questions such as the second sentence in this example. The second
example shows how eﬀective Init was. We observed that DistNet with Greedy
sometimes failed when the input was multi-focused, as shown in the last sentence
(0.96), since the DistNet gave very high probabilities for question sentences. In
contrast, Init mostly handled multi-focused questions well, thereby delivering
better performances in terms of accuracy.
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Conclusion

We proposed a distant supervision framework for question summarization based
on the assumption that single sentence posts tend to have a summary-like property. For future research, we will examine if our assumption can be applied to
other domains such as answers on CQA sites, user comments on news sites, and
opinions on discussion forums.
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